STOKE ST GREGORY FUTURE STRATEGY GROUP
Minutes of Meeting: 5th June 2018
Present: David House, Nick Sloan, Graham Gleed,
Apologies: Sue Hembrow, Gill Slattery, Sara Sollis
Notes from the meeting of 8th May: Approved
1. Pub/Shop Project
I.
Steering Team Creation
i. Following communication on the planned meeting to those who
contributed positively to the survey, there have been both expressions
of interest in participating and apologies for not being able to
participate. Volunteers have already stepped forward for the
communications role and the PC liaison
ii. It was agreed that trying to move directly to the formation of the
Steering Team would be a large and potentially difficult step when
there is currently no pressing need to move quickly. It is probably best
to adopt a softer approach by using the meeting to inform and gauge
the level of interest from participants, with a more organic approach to
formulating the Steering Team. Concern was expressed around the
awareness of the Pub and Shop owners. Conversations have been
held with both Ian and Nicola, neither of whom expressed any
concerns with the planned meeting.
iii. Materials for use at the meeting on Thursday have been prepared and
amended based on the output from this meeting.
2. Housing
I.
Draft Plans: Following a request from West of England Developments for a
public consultation on potential plans for housing development in the field
next to Willey Road. It was recommended that any preliminary proposals
should be first shared with the PC.
II.
PC presentation: As originally planned, Andy Lehner would personally share
several options on how to best use the space. Unfortunately, this is not now
possible, however the plans have been made available to share at the
meeting on Monday. Community infrastructure benefit from realisation of any
such plans could be significant (reference: the new pavilion constructed in N.
Curry).
III.
The planned Public consultation is tentatively scheduled for July 10th, in the
Village Hall.
3. Pavilion/Playing Field
I.
See note 2.II above.

4. Housing
I.
Share Results of Survey. It was agreed to share the results of the Survey
with Andy Lehner who had specifically requested these.

Next Meeting: Tuesday 8th May

